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We need search to access visual data

• 432,000 hours of video uploaded to YouTube daily 

• 1.6 million photos uploaded to Flickr daily

• This data pool is too big to browse, need to perform 
search: query with image/text, retrieve images



How is image search done today?

• Unclear how to search without name or image

• Keywords and similarity-based search are not enough!

???



Solution? Interactively describing visual content

It’s a yellow 
fruit.

Is it a lemon?

It has spikes. Is it a durian?

It is green on the 
inside. Is it a horned 

melon?
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How is interactive search done today?

• Traditional binary feedback imprecise; allows only 
coarse communication between user and system

Keywords +  binary relevance feedback

thin white male

Rui et al. 1998, Zhou et al. 2003, Tong & Chang 2001, Cox et al. 2000, Ferecatu & Geman 2007, …

relevantirrelevant



WhittleSearch via comparisons

• Allows user to “whittle away” irrelevant images via 
comparative feedback on properties of results

“Like this… but with curlier hair”

Kovashka, Parikh, and Grauman, CVPR 2012



Prior work: Semantic visual attributes 

• High-level descriptive properties shared by objects

• Human-understandable and machine-detectable

• Middle ground between user and system

smiling large-lips

long-hair

natural

perspective openyellow

spiky smooth

high 

heel

redornaments

metallic



WhittleSearch results (Summary)

• Binary feedback represents status quo in interactive search 
[Rui et al. 1998, Cox et al. 2000, Ferecatu & Geman 2007, …]

• WhittleSearch (Attributes) finds relevant results faster than 
traditional binary feedback

Kovashka, Parikh, and Grauman, CVPR 2012



Impact of WhittleSearch: Adobe font selection

• Users retrieve fonts that match requested attributes

• Fonts sorted by relative attribute scores

O’Donovan et al., SIGGRAPH 2014



Attribute pivots for guiding feedback

• Relative 20 questions game

• The system must efficiently select the series of most 
informative visual comparisons that user should make to 
help deduce target

?
More

Less

Are the shoes you seek
more or less feminine than               ?

… more or less bright than              ?

Kovashka and Grauman, ICCV 2013



Problem: One model does not fit all

• There may be valid perceptual differences within an 
attribute, yet existing methods assume monolithic 
attribute models sufficient

Formal? User labels: 
50% “yes”
50% “no”

or

More ornamented? User labels: 
50% “first”
20% “second”
30% “equally”

Binary attribute Relative attribute

Lampert CVPR 2009, Farhadi CVPR 2009, Kumar PAMI 2011, Parikh & Grauman ICCV 2011, …



Learning user-specific attributes

• Adapt generic attribute model with minimal user-specific 
labeled examples, via domain adaptation 

• Achieve higher accuracy in predicting perceived attributes 

Standard 

approach:
Vote on 
labels

Our idea:

“formal”

“not formal”

“formal”

“not  

formal”

“formal”

“not formal”

Crowd

User

Kovashka and Grauman, ICCV 2013
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Computer vision for media analysis

• Computer vision analyzes images by listing the 
objects, attributes, actions etc. present… but that’s 
not enough

• Many images in the media use visual rhetoric, 
which is implicit and lies beyond the physical 
content



Computer vision for media analysis

Which media published this?
What does it think of Obama?

Who took this photo? What should I do based on this ad?
Why should I do it?



Photographer identification
• Who took this photograph?

• Problem is much harder than painter identification since 
photographers have less authorial control

• The only prior work on photography style learns to 
distinguish very distinct styles, e.g. “macro” vs “noir”

Thomas and Kovashka, CVPR 2016



Photographer dataset
• 181,948 photographs from 41 established authors

• Collected from Library of Congress’s archives and the 
National Library of Australia’s digital collection

• We made it publicly available at: 
http://www.cs.pitt.edu/~chris/photographer

Thomas and Kovashka, CVPR 2016

http://www.cs.pitt.edu/~chris/photographer


• Low-level features uninformative
• They might be for painter identification

• Deep features learn what parts of objects, scenes authors shoot

• Chance is less than 3%, human performance is 47%

• Can generate novel photographs by given author

Features and results

High-level features

Hybrid-CNN PhotographerNET

Pool5 FC6 FC7 FC8 Pool5 FC6 FC7 FC8

0.74 0.73 0.71 0.61 0.25 0.25 0.63 0.47

Low-level features

Color GIST SURF bag of words

0.31 0.33 0.37

Thomas and Kovashka, CVPR 2016



Generating new photographs

Parr

Wolcott

Erwitt

Horydczak

Hine

Thomas and Kovashka, CVPR 2016



Analyzing body pose and image setting 
for visual persuasion

Huang and Kovashka, CVPR 2016 Workshops 



Decoding advertisements

• Task: Produce automatic answer to the question, 
“What should I do according to this ad, and why?”

Hussain et al., CVPR 2017



Decoding advertisements

• First step: Create a large dataset with rich 
annotations

• Images – over 64,000 ads annotated with:
• Topic (e.g. product or topic of public service announcement)

• Sentiment (e.g. ad makes viewer feel angry or pampered)

• Questions/answer to “what should I do and why”

• Symbols

• Strategies 

• Slogans 

• Videos – over 3,000 commercials annotated with:
• [most of the above]

• Is the ad funny?

• Is the ad exciting? 

Hussain et al., CVPR 2017



Symbolism for ad-decoding

• Ads refer to knowledge outside of the images

• Need to learn symbolic mappings to decode ads 

Hussain et al., CVPR 2017



Symbolism for ad-decoding

• Signifier <--> signified mapping (Williamson 1978)



Recognizing atypical objects

• While computer vision has made great progress, it 
cannot recognize objects in unusual modalities

Thomas and Kovashka, in submission to ICCV 2017



Recognizing atypical objects

• To learn a domain-invariant representation, learn 
from objects in multiple modalities: 

Train a classifier (e.g. a 
convolutional neural 

network)

photo sketch

Training dataset

Thomas and Kovashka, in submission to ICCV 2017

Apply classifier on test image “lizard”

cartoon



Recognizing atypical objects

• Creating additional modalities for free: 
• The boundaries of objects

• Use a convolutional neural network to transform a 
photo into a cartoon/sketch

(1) Result     (2) Content Source     (3) Style Source

Thomas and Kovashka, in submission to ICCV 2017



Conclusion

• Two lines of work in human-like understanding
• Capture semantics with attributes which we learn 

directly from people

• Analyze the implicit and subtle “messages” or rhetoric in 
images

• Making first steps in understanding what’s implicit 
in a photograph, beyond the pure visual content


